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IMPLOSION IS THE KEY TO UNLIMITED POWER

I really can not grasp the level of your suffering, only to say my own mother was pushed
by her grand daughter down the stairs several months ago and suffered a serious hip fracture.
Since this injury she has no longer been able to drive. It has been a lot of suffering on
everyone in the family.
We bought our Carlson Sparrow from a de-certified pilot. He had to build an FAR 103
Ultra-light as close to his old Cessna as he could find. He found an all metal one based on a
Luscomb, but they never filled his order. I also liked the Cappella and toured his factory. It had
solid aluminum wings. It also "SHED" those wings when some pilots over stressed them doing
acrobatic type stunts. For one this wing strut failure also plagued the Fisher, in its case it was a
connecting joint.

Our favorite Ultra-light builder was "CHUCK BIRD" .Floyd xxxxxx told us to see him. He
raised little dogs and had built dozens of Piper Cubs. He then began building his own high wing
turtle deck planes using a Chaparral engine. They used push tubes for the ailerons. The Sparrow
used wires.

The country is full of de-certified pilots, my father knows the father of an Oklahoma city
aviation medical examiner.

There are old pilots and bold pilots......but few old, bold pilots!
I know the F.A.A is our big brother and flight examiners protect us from unqualified pilots.
I must remember that most pilots get killed in the first 300 hours. Experience still counts,
everyone has a medical anomaly, we all have minor problems, the F.A.A can be very cruel in
decertifying pilots as they did our Carlson Sparrow friend. Look at John Kennedy on his fatal flight
in what was IFR weather conditions. I actually knew that was about to happen. Before I heard the
news, I was walking on a long road down to the ocean surrounded by mountains with a tall man
who looked like John F. Kennedy...I said to my self in this vision, why am I walking next to John
F. Kennedy and the very same day his son and his wife and sister in law dies in that terrible water
crash
I am very sorry your wife was in this accident, my friend and anthropologist Gordon
xxxxxx was once caught between two cars on an icy road at UTEP.
Tragedy seems to follow me around these days, we saw several pilots die at Sportsman's
in the brief time we were hangered there.
I hope your wife soon makes a complete recovery; after all she was trying to help
someone else! I am hoping the car that injured her had insurance.
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There are 12 million illegal aliens in America. They do not have valid drivers licenses or
car insurance...It’s a nightmare out there on those Houston roads! I drove them for years when I
was going to college at HCC, Lamar University and HBU. It was all white knuckle driving on the
loop!
To talk about even stranger things, I was in the ocean swimming when the first space
shuttle exploded and remember vividly helping that poor school teacher into a life raft...The water
was deep blue...I simply "KNEW" the first shuttle was going to explode. I could not get the feeling
out of my mind...Then it did.
The one that broke up over Texas.I remember before I knew it had happened seeing all
the astronauts in a green lawn covered place with nice straight streams everywhere. They looked
alright. They also were not alive any longer.
On 9/11 I saw the terrorists in a hospital watching a program on surgery. They did
not seem very interested and left the room. I could tell the after life they expected was not what
they received. God does not kill people...HE SAVES THEM!
I have had many visions of the dead before calamities occurred.Like Cassandra I am
doomed to know the future, but I can not prevent it!
Kim, you are not a Billionaire. I am not wealthy at all. Lack of funding has doomed so
many of my science projects, it’s pitiful.
In high school I attempted to build lasers and particle accelerators...I really was designing
fusion reactors when I was 8 years old. At Grimes Elementary school I once asked a research
scientist who brought a Van de Graff generator how important nuclear fusion was. They told me if
I solved the problem I would be wealthier then every one in the room put together. I was about 7
then. It was 1965.
At T A&M there was book. I was 18 and it was in the late 70's. The book was large and
hardbound yellow colored. It was written by Van de Graff himself about the PN-400!
This was a high pressure gas insulated "MINI ACCELERATOR"
I loved the PN-400...it was all I thought about at T A&M. It was 400 KV proton beam.In
the book Van de Graff wrote it indicated you could use the PN-400 to initiate "FUSION". The
experiment bombarded a Tritium target that then produced 11 MV neutrons on a counter to prove
fusion had occurred.
I also toured the Van de Graff facility at Rice in my freshman year of high school.
Imagine how upset I was that a teenage boy in last months "POPULAR SCIENCE" was
credited with building a fusion reactor...Photo is in the Popular science article about him...I WAS
DOING THAT RESEARCH 20 YEARS BEFORE HE WAS EVEN BORN!
The experiment is in the PN-400 owners manual I studied at T A&M, he was not the first
teenager to fuse hydrogen...HYPE HYPE HYPE!
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The internet calls them "FUSORS" he is supposed to be the 10th teenager to build a
cheap $3500 dollar machine...WHOOPEE DO! He is using a 40 KV grid. That my friend is
nothing! I was working at the Mega-volt level...using 1 to 2 meter Van de Graff generators 20
years before he was born. They act like they invented nuclear physics. NONSENSE...they are
just babies playing with toys invented over 50 years before they were even born...COPY CATS!
The PN-400 book proves it. The entire lab experiment for fusing hydrogen is in it using a PN-400.
That book was written before 1978. I am not in possession of it. I am guessing it was radioactive.
I relished that book as if it was my bible. Van de Graff was a great scientist. He also fused
hydrogen 50 years before these internet babies were even born!
I have also looked at the "LIFTER" sight...I think it is cool. I also did those exact same
experiments almost "40" years ago...BIG DEAL!
Kim, the world is full of people who claim the are the first at everything...I was doing most
of there research before they had left there mothers wombs.
Look, our time on this Earth is drawing short
A doomsday rock is headed for Earth in 2029 followed by a "MEGA" doomsday rock a
few years later...

Kim our military will protect itself from extinction
ITS THE REST OF US I AM WORRIED ABOUT.
We need to complete my research in implosion based convection generators....Its also
critical to complete my "WORKING" not hyped Bessler wheel so that people would have a safe
energy source if that doomsday rock shuts off our power grid.
Kim, I am working on the ASTRO-CLAM. There are two new designs. One uses two
parallel plates with convex discs covering them and a piston at the center, it bounces endlessly
when exposed to a heat source.
Please look up "THERMO-ACOUSTIC" engines on the net...They use steel wool and a
piston (NO DISPLACER) . The steel wool is heated by a burner and glows red hot. The acoustic
wave alternately heats and cools the chamber air which allows the piston to oscillate and
generate power.
The other ASTRO-CLAM design uses a "BELLOWS" .The bellows covers a bottom hole
that then blows air into it, this expands the bellows and opens the rim of the astro-clam which
then evacuates and "RE-COMPRESSES" the bellows. This lifts the astro-clam into the air. The
device uses rim vacuum against internal base hole pressure expansion in an endless cycle. It
falls very slowly when dropped but is difficult to construct. Think of it as a new form of rotating
parachute.
I also looked into Keely again and believe he used a simple resonator plate that had an
upper "OVER HANG" like a finger nail. The base was fixed and compressed air was blown
through the base and set the upper plate above it into resonance. This caused the single upper
plate to "FLAP" like a humming bird wing generating hundreds of times the thrust a simple
pressure source would. The point being, I can illustrate this very easily for you, Keely discovered
"VORTEX" lift a hundred years before modern science unveiled it!!!
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It works try it...my fear is that Keely on his airship hide a compressed air bottle. The
resonators are easily demonstrated. If he used his compressed air efficiently enough, he could fly
for several minutes. Kim I do not know what else Keely discovered, only that I have reproduced
his resonator bars and they work..
Keely was a "MASTER" of compressed air transmission through "HOLLOW" wires...YOU
CAN NOT TRUST ANYTHING HE DID...
All I am promising you is we can demonstrate his resonation bars...The rest of his ship is
a mystery to me.
There was very good reason why his devices ceased to work when removed from his lab.
Also, the largest things that can be suspended by acoustic energy are water drops and "ANTS"
A thousand pounds "FORGET IT"!!
He would have died from sound wave injuries just seconds after lift off. YES HE DID
BUILD A WORKING AIR SHIP! Remember in his lab a propeller can be spun by compressed air
reaction nozzles, no one would be the wiser...but only in his lab.I am convinced his resonator
plates which I have reproduced generated fantastic lift with only a minimal amount of stored
compressed air...He was a genius, but he was also a trickster! Did he discover the secret of antigravity???? Kim, lets be honest here, the secret died with him if he did or the military secretly
reproduced his airship in 1896 and told everyone it was "WORTHLESS"!!! Either way we loose!
If you really want to lift large amounts of weight use the pyro-magnetic membrane. It
works because as warm air cools it implodes with great force...
Kim, YOU DO NOT NEED A RESONATING MEMBRANE TO HEAT COLD AIR!!!! A
rigid shell works far better
You only require a parallel plate membrane if you want to contract warm air in one of my designs.
FOR THE LAST TIME I AM TRYING TO WARN YOU AND EVERYONE ELSE WE
HAVE MASTERED THE SCIENCE OF HEATING AIR INSIDE A TURBINE OR ROCKET
ENGINE!

WE HAVE DONE NOTHING WITH THE PHYSICS OF CONTRACTING HEATED
AIR IN A COLD EXTERNAL VORTEX TO PRODUCE POWER!!!!!!!!

KIM THE MILITARY KNOWS THAT IMPLOSION IS THE KEY TO UNLIMITED
POWER, NOT COMBUSTION AND EXPANSION...They have tried liquid fuel and nuclear rocket
engines, also resistance and ion based engines
But implosion is ignored....Kim if your working gas s "HOTTER" then the
surrounding environment you "DO NOT NEED FUEL"...all you require is at the center of a cold
vortex....HUMANS ARE DUMB!, our little alien friends have used implosion for millions of years
based on the research I have already showed you...JUST BELIEVE!
Schauberger knew this in the 30's and 40's
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Kim, the military and our heads of government plan to survive those two doomsday
rocks one 2029 and the "MEGA" rock following several yeas later.
If they cared about the civilian population of this planet they would share implosion
technology with the general public before the rock hits in 2029 and the "MEGA" several years
later...I only wish they cared about "OUR" survival.
My mission here to help mankind survive these calamities (SEARL FELT THE SAME
WAY IN HIS VISIONS) has been a total waste of my time.
I will not allow The Lord to ever send me here again...Humans deserve what happens to
them if they continue to ignore the prophecies of sincere men who seek only to save them, NOT
MAKE MONEY! We do not believe in that where I come from.
I also had a vision about Carlos Migeul Allenda...He claimed to be a prophet of God...I
still do not understand that dream. He brought all of the magnetic invisibility research to light...I
tell you I had to look him up after the dream. I had forgotten all about him, but God didn't.
My last vision of al amazing things was Bill Shatner (captain Kirk) we were standing by a
swimming pool (his wife drowned in their pool after a diving related neck injury...tragic).He
approached me and said "WELL IF YOUR GOING TO BE RUDE", He then prepared to walk
away. I said I did not want to disturb your train of thought. He then left a little blue boat floating in
the pool and went away.
The subconscious mind is amazing! However the coincidence factor is beyond normal
probability...time and time again God has shown me tragedies before they happened and the
dead afterward...I do not know why....THEY WERE NOT DREAMS. They really happened. I like
Bill Shatner. I just have been a round to many lawyers and prefer him in his role as Captain Kirk,
not the funny Boston Legal he does now.

Kim, keep the faith...I really believe this does not end when we stop our physical existence...

I hope your wife recovers soon, Mr.Shatners wife was lost to him that night.
We all have mini strokes and osteoporosis after women reach menopause and men have
low testosterone output as age increases. Women lose it all at once, men slowly over the years.
TAKE AT LEAST 2000 MILLIGRAMS OF CALCIUM WITH VITAMIN D, ALSO TAKE
MAGNESIUM EVERY SINGLE DAY!!!!
You must do this your entire life...The best way to maintain bone density is to get one of
my jumping staffs (the weighted spring piston and implosion tube) and hop around! It is a great
way to have solid bones!
LOOK I HAVE DONE MANY THINGS YEARS BEFORE THESE PEOPLE HYPED IT UP
ON THE INTERNET...I am an unsung hero who did not have the web to give away all of my
discoveries on when I grew up in the 60's and 70's...Its too late to prove to anyone how long ago I
was doing fusion research.
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Kim, if I am right and that doomsday rock hits in 2029 and the "MEGA" several years
later...we must prepare the "CIVILIAN" population with these power sources...They will help clean
the atmosphere and keep people alive...They also can stop global warming by transporting waste
heat into outer space. A large convection powered spacecraft will remove billions of watts of heat
energy from the atmosphere the second they leave orbit.
Alas, I am not to be respected...It will be too late in another 22 years for the general
population to build convection powered aircraft. The military received the airship secret from
Keely in 1896 and kept it from all of us ,saying his machine was "USELESS" and over
complicated...Lord God I wonder if they are lying or actually did ignore how strange 1000 pound
anti-gravity airship, I think they studied it in secret and only told Americans it had no value. Searl
also demonstrated his magnetic bearing UFO to the military...They know Kim, they know...
THE UNITED STATES MILITARY BETRAYS THE AMERICAN PEOPLE BY
ONLY SAVING THEM SELVES USING IMPLOSION TECHNOLOGY. TECHNOLOGY THAT I
HAVE TRIED ALONG WITH SCHUABERGER, SEARL AND OTHERS TO PROVE EXISTS.
I will see too it as a representative of the very God that protects America from all of its
foreign enemies, that the selfish military and government officials that will survive these
doomsday rocks will live in post apocalyptic hell they will wish they had died in...GREED KIM IS
WHAT MY LORD HATES THE MOST. Feather your bed at the expense of others and we will see
that it is full of rocks ...not feathers!!!
Lets hope the leaders and military scientists of this country share there implosion
technology soon...when those dooms day rocks hit in 2029 and several years beyond when the
"MEGA" is do, we will need non-nuclear atmospheric energy sources to survive.

That knowledge must not be only in the hands of the U.S. military!
If they survive this global destruction by constructing escape craft only a few chosen elite
will fly in, they will reap the whirl winds of hell when they return to reclaim the Earth...NO it will not
be allowed...The Lord acts in mysterious ways.
I have seen the Repulsine’s in Germany...I told you I sent wave plate photos to Germano
a long time ago...It is nothing new...The Repulsine can not now or ever be throttled...you need an
electromagnet and spring loaded membrane that shuts off when no power is desired or it simply
flies apart during implosion at 5 to 20 thousand RPM...Copper is brittle and like the first jet
engines in Germany WW 2 is only good for 1 to 25 hours of use before self destruction!!!
STILL BE OF GOOD CHEER...you must be very positive about Schauberger now...there
are people looking into his life's work all over the world...HE HAS NOT BEEN FORGOTTEN!!! I
have but, that was Gods choice...not mine.
I think all of these people sending you information, the Mexican fellow and his magnetic
vortex, the graphite fiber man in Africa are on the right track...they are doers not talkers...
OUR LORD WILL NOT FAIL US..WE ONLY HAVE TO REMEMBER IN THE END GOD
WILL CALL THE SHOTS, NOT US...God will decide where and when to make this data
international and meaningful to the general public when the time is right.
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Kim my friend God bless....your stroke and fall was repeated all over my State as
dozens of people we knew fell during that crazy storm. I knew a Dr. Ipock in Grove who fell, she
is in her 70's and a world traveler who goes to help poor crises victims with medicine, even in
Mexico and the Middle East. She laid on the frozen ground near her mail box for an hour before
someone found her. I had no power for a week and had to walk through the devastation for days.
The ice storm looked like a bad science fiction movie...Attack of the tree branch people!!! Tree
branches crashed on to my roof for hours, including the side walk leading out of the front door just
seconds after I was standing under it.
Cars are so dangerous. I wish we used cars under ground and left the surface for
pedestrians! I pray to the Lord your wife will soon be completely recovered and am very shocked
this happened. I knew something as wrong...
Kim, in the end we will all have to leave this world...I wanted it to be in an implosion
powered UFO...if not then accept that only our Lord God decides when our time comes...I
remember president Ford crossing just feet from me in Houston, I got a really great snapshot of
him for my friend.
I also remember asking Dr.Carl Sagan about the "CYCLOPS" project at T A&M and
Ralph Nader about the cost of solar cells at HBU, that was in the 80's

Sagan died of a blood disease.
Kim, there is a saying among my people I hold dear......'HE THAT WOULD SAVE HIS
OWN LIFE SHALL LOOSE IT, HE THAT SHALL SACRIFICE HIS LIFE FOR ANOTHER SHALL
CERTAINLY SAVE IT!!!!!
I believe you and your wife are that kind of good people. One day the powerful elite in this
country shall attempt to save there own lives at the expense of all the rest of us, who they have
lied to about implosion energy.
Kim there is an Eternity out there believe me, trust me I have walked through it many
times with the dead. Sometimes saving yourself is not as important as trying to save someone
else...
ITS NOT THIS BRIEF LIFE YOU SHOULD BE WORRIED ABOUT ...ITS THE ETERNAL
AFTERLIFE THAT MATTERS THE MOST ITS FOREVER NO THIS SMALL SPAN OF YEARS
ON EARTH. DEATH MEANS NOTHING TO ME!
I ONLY REGRET BEFORE THE DAY I DIE I WILL NOT WIN AT LEAST ONE SMALL
VICTORY FOR MANKIND!

Good luck my friend.. May the Lord keep you both.
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P.S. as a word of warning to all of the would be fusion engineers out there on the internet
playing around with fusion reactors...the grave yards from last century are full of people who
experimented with x-rays....Thomas Edison's best assistant and close friend died of radiation
burns from making X-ray photographs with un protected arms. Edison later said it was so horrible
to watch his close friend die he would never go near x-ray equipment again...Madam Curie also
died of radiation exposure induced leukemia....KIM IT IS NOT THAT I DO NOT UNDERSTAND
NUCLEAR PHYSICS...THE LORD SIMPLY FORCED ME TO GO IN ANOTHER
DIRECTION...THERE IS A GIANT FUSION REACTOR BEING BUILT IN FRANCE...I AM MORE
INTERESTED IN SAFE ENERGY SOURCES THAT WILL NOT PRODUCE X-RAYS OR
NEUTRONS, I HAVE STUDIED UNDER COUNTLESS PHD'S STARTING AT RICE IN MY
FRESHMAN YEAR OF HIGH SCHOOL.THEY ALL TOLD ME JUST ONE THING...THIS
REMINDS ME OF THE CHRISTMAS MOVIE WHERE EVERYONE TOLD THE LITTLE BOY
WHO WANTED A RED RIDER BB GUN..."YOU WILL SHOOT YOUR EYE OUT KID"!!! KIM I
WAS WORKING ON VAN DE GRAFF ACCELERATORS,FUSION, AIR CORE BETATRONS 20
YEARS BEFORE THERE WAS A WEB...AGAIN AND AGAIN MY PROFESSORS TOLD ME TO
STOP DOING THOSE EXPERIMENTS...I DID AND THE LORD IN HIS WISDOM SHOWED MY
A SAFER FORM OF ENERGY WITH ALMOST UNLIMITED POWER POTENTIAL...AS WELL
AS SMALLER ONES LIKE THE BESSLER WHEEL POWERED FROM THE CONVECTION
ENERGY FOUND IN ANY CLOSED SPACE....friend I know what all of these kids on the net
want...They like lasers because they are "COOL" I helped build a CO2 laser in high
school...vacuum pump and all. They like fusion reactors for the same reason...its "COOL" I'm the
man...I have a fusion reactor...they are babies...they are playing with there own death!!! I had
been there and done that before they were even born! I have had a lot of PHD's tell me to give it
up. I listened, I am still alive...I also never blinded anyone for life with a laser, now you can order
one from popular science with "NO" warning as to its hazard...ANY IDIOT CAN BUILD A
LASER!...how many people do you know who can build a new human eye??????...expose your
self to radiation and you can and will die a terrible death...Don't believe me??? look up an old
Readers Digest article..."THE TALE OF THE RADIOACTIVE BOY SCOUT" it was written in the
90's about a boy who made his own Breeder reactor and "NUKED" his entire neighborhood...I AM
NOT PREACHING. I just think that when you speak of nuclear energy so casually in
your research it is a thing best left to large scale science, the training reactor I visited in my first
semester at T A&M was leaking! I recall the lab director sticking his hand in the water and
laughing...it was only later we found out it was faulty, to this day I wonder if he still has his
hand...They are also irradiating ALL of our food now to give it a longer shelf life....I prefer simple
thermal energy (COOKING) to nuclear isotopes being used to pre-sterilize my food...God save us
from the awful greed of our nuclear power dominated world...they are "NUKE" happy...Lets
please friend go in another direction...there is a safer convection based energy source equally as
potent...I have discovered that energy source...THANK YOU KIM ...God protect you and your
precious family...

